Word of the Week: Write a definition for the following.

Indice: __________________________________________

Last Weeks word: Moil – to work

Early Years:

Tahlia rolled a 10 sided dice 5 times and recorded the following numbers.

3, 6, 2, 8, 4

What is the largest number she can write if the 6 is in the hundreds position?

Middle Years: -

Blue and White car dealership has 240 cars. 2/3 of them are white. The remainder are blue. They receive an additional 300 cars. Now 2/3 of them are blue. How many white cars does the dealership now have?

Family Fun Activities

Help clear out the recyclables but before you do spend some time together completing the following challenges.

1. Who can build to tallest freestanding tower?
2. Can you make a model of an automatic elephant wash?
3. Make a terrarium to grow seeds ready to plant into the garden after winter.

Due Date: 30th May